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The words of St Augustine seem to be an appropriate introduction to this paper as they are as applicable to our day as they were to his.

Perhaps it would be proper to say that there are three periods of time: the present of things past, the present of things present, and the present of things future. For these three are in the soul and I do not see them elsewhere: the present of things past is memory; the present of things present is immediate vision; the present of things future is expectation.1

The title of this conference is 'Lutheranism in the Aftermath of Communism'. It is quite evident that we cannot live 'in the aftermath' without being conscious of what has shaped the present. For the Christian, this means examining living memory in order to be reminded of the mighty works of God and the humiliating experiences of human endeavour. It is a basic biblical insight that the people of God must pass on from generation to generation what it means to be guided by God and what it means to fall away from him though still rendering lip service to his authority in order to justify our words and deeds.

The importance of remembering the past is often emphasised, especially nowadays, as a way of preventing the repetition of sins already committed and of reminding us to rely on God's salvation and guidance. Where Christian congregations meet to worship they reenact the past in the Eucharist and focus on a new future; this experience then flows over into their daily lives and experiences. As we look at how the Lutheran Church in Hungary has been coming to terms with its recent past, the following document is of importance.

Declaration of the Southern Lutheran Diocesan Council2

The Council of the Southern Diocese of the Hungarian Lutheran Church, elected at the end of 1989, was inspired by the desire to bring about renewal in church life and to promote reckoning for past transgressions, in humility before God and with contrite heart. At its first session it looked back at the events of the past 40 years in the church in general and in the Southern Diocese in particular.

This reckoning is particularly appropriate following the termination of the
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Agreement made between state and church on 14 December 1948. An era has now ended, and we are forced to confront all that bound us to that era and all that we are responsible for before God, the church and ourselves. Nevertheless, as we are too close to these complex events, we find it hard to be objective, and so a comprehensive and detailed evaluation of this era will have to take place from a more distant perspective and on the basis of a common consensus. At the same time, however, our church’s negligence and wrongdoings place such a heavy yoke on us that we are compelled to confess them in order to earn the forgiveness of God and of each other.

In the era now coming to a close, our church existed in a totalitarian state which has destroyed our institutional infrastructure, paralysed our missionary efforts, robbed us of our freedom and restricted our life even within the framework provided by the Agreement. Our church became the servant of this regime instead of pursuing its prophetic mission, thus shirking its responsibility as the mouthpiece of the nation’s conscience. Those who dared to shoulder that responsibility not only became martyrs of that regime, but were also condemned by the official voice of the church. We have failed to give support to political victims, those removed by force, displaced persons, our brothers who were classified as kulaks and the victims of retributions in the wake of 1956. This was allowed to happen because a tentative consensus prevailed which found all to be in order and also theologically justified. What is more, while the church spoke in glowing terms about the regime and its dictators, their method of leadership infiltrated the church and the rule of terror prevailed. This situation continued even during the period when relations between church and state seemed to be becoming less constrained. There were some possibilities for a revival in church life, but they remained unexploited, because we were too rigid and afraid.

We do not want to be one-sided in our appraisal. God’s Holy Spirit was active among his people even during those times, empowering many to remain faithful and steadfast. This fact does not excuse our transgressions, however. It has to be said that not all are responsible for past transgressions to the same degree. Some were obedient to the prevailing powers while others were the victims of them. Some violated their conscience in order to further their career, while others, driven by fear, acted in a similar way in order to protect themselves, their families or their congregations. Many were found wanting when they proved unable to refuse wicked demands or withstand the temptations of bribery of various kinds. While some served both regime and self by cooperating, others were guilty of conspiracy by their very silence. For all these reasons, individuals as well as the church as a whole must repent.

The Southern Diocesan Council in general, and its leading officials in particular, are charged with numerous unjust and harmful decisions made by them in the name of this corporate church body. By removing or convicting bishops and pastors alike, they have committed many iniquities and have dishonoured the church by their servile support for the autocratic system, which, though alien to the church, is prevalent in both secular and church life. In the spirit of continuity we, the Southern Diocesan Council, do penance for these iniquities. We ask pastors and congregations to do likewise. We ask for God’s mercy on the transgressors, the diocese and the entire church.

17 May 1990, Budapest.

This important document certainly deserves much sympathy. It is sincere in its intention to renew a church which until the recent historical events had permitted no criticism and had seemed to share the ideological absolutism of the political power
by making itself its servile collaborator, justifying its actions with theological arguments. Statements such as ‘the servant of this regime’ and ‘theologically justified’ are certainly serious admissions which call for sympathetic dialogue.

One year after the publication of the Declaration the leading lay inspector of the Southern Diocese, Dr Jenő Sólyom, expressed his regret that there was no evidence of its having produced reconciliation in the church. His explanation was general lack of confidence in the church leadership. His disappointment raises the preliminary and basic question of what the intention, significance and function of such a collective declaration should be, especially at this critical point in history, when evaluating the past should be of help in understanding the present and inspiring hope for the future. In this context, it might be helpful to consider the following points.

1 Why was it necessary to make a public statement, passing judgment on the recent history of the church? It has been said that it is easier to confess sins before a congregation at worship than to do so face to face with individuals who have been affected by mistakes or sinful actions. Why did this declaration fail to create confidence in the church? To be credible verbal statements must be backed up by the measures necessary to heal those areas of church life where harm has been done.

2 In the communist era, public statements confirmed the status quo. Church statements were no exception. The churches often lent their authority to political policies; the ecumenical movement, for example, lost credibility because of the politically motivated peace declarations. A declaration by the church, if it is to be a sign of renewal, must be followed by a change of direction, despite the fact that a final critical presentation of recent history will be a task for later historians. As long as those who previously bore serious responsibilities are still alive they should be interviewed in order to find out in concrete detail what part they played in the oppression of congregations. Anonymous confessions do not clarify the issues. History has to identify those people who in church life as in politics made declarations to suit the moment.

3 The declaration talks about theological justification for subservience to the political system. The theological need to reassess this justification is evident from authoritative lectures, books and articles in the church press. It will be necessary to expose the misuse of the New Testament concept of diakonia to justify collaboration with socialism and political terrorism. So far, however, ‘open criticism and rejection of the theology of diakonia has not taken place. The church is in not only judicial but also theological confusion.’ To be silent now would be as dangerous as was the administrative persecution of those who did not conform to the directives of the leadership. The theology of diakonia, as contrived by church leaders in support of their ideology, has, it is true, come under a cross-fire of criticism both in Hungary and abroad. But one question still begs to be answered: when will the Hungarian Lutheran church leadership itself have the moral courage and theological integrity to acknowledge its misuse of the diakonia concept?

4 One sore point in the contemporary history of the Hungarian Lutheran Church was dealt with by the Diocesan Church Council at the same time that it issued the above-mentioned Declaration. This at least was one situation where it would have been easy to demonstrate a historical injustice being corrected. I refer to the final rehabilitation of Bishop Lajos Ordass, who was twice removed from office and spent most of his time as bishop in prison and under house arrest, where he was observed nervously by both church and state until his death. The credibility of the Lutheran church leadership subsequently suffered because Ordass was never fully rehabilitated. Even in 1990, however, the fact is that the Diocesan Council leadership was
merely repeating what had just been stated in a letter by a government minister, namely that Ordass had in fact been a legally appointed bishop during his lifetime. The Diocesan Council forwarded its statement to the General Council of the Hungarian Lutheran Church, evidently in order for the latter to define the church’s position on the matter. The General Council responded with a brief statement to the effect that the rehabilitation was final, but no resolution of the General Council was ever documented and to this day nobody has been able to verify the existence of official minutes. Although it is clear that for the church and the general public the subject is closed, church historians may wish to continue to ask for documentation. Unless this is presented, ambiguity regarding the past will remain.

5 An extremely disturbing ambiguity also surrounds the announcement in May 1992 by the church court, commissioned by the General Council, rehabilitating 84 pastors and churchworkers who were active between 1945 and 1989. More than a year after this announcement was made, none of those concerned or their relatives had received any information about the rehabilitation, despite an open letter requesting clarification written by one of those most discriminated against, the pastor György Kendeh (a friend of Lajos Ordass), and addressed to Bishop Béla Harmati. When a list of 96 people was published in a Hungarian church paper in the USA, and in the Ordass Society’s Periodical, Lutheran church spokesmen criticised those responsible for indiscretion.

6 In any sound democracy the existence of opposition is essential to government. For this reason it is somewhat disconcerting to hear of remarks made by Hungarian church leaders referring to an opposition within the church as quantitatively negligible. As long as many capable members of the church are finding it difficult to carry out their tasks faithfully, the return of a renewed authoritative tendency in the Hungarian Lutheran Church must be regarded as a real danger. At a time when the traditional churches are being challenged by numerous imported sectarian movements, the atomisation of religious life can only be afforded further impetus by this kind of attitude inherent in the church. Any church is made up of diverse elements, each of which participates in the gracious gift of our unity in Christ.

My comments might sound extremely critical. What I want to do, however, is to develop those positive intentions verbally formulated in the Declaration of May 1990. I wish my contribution to be seen as an attempt to express expectations for the future based on this fundamental and important document.
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